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Putin appoints church historian as science minister
No reason is given for the surprise move.

22 August 2016

Russian President Vladimir Putin has appointed a church historian as the country’s new science and education minister.

On 19 August, the president announced that Olga Vasilyeva would succeed the current science minister, Dmitry Livanov, who will
become presidential envoy on trade and economic relations with Ukraine, according to the Russian news agency Interfax.

During his 4-year term as minister, Livanov oversaw a radical overhaul of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia’s main basic
research organization. The formerly separate academies of sciences, medical sciences and agricultural science were merged and put
under the governance of a federal agency. Livanov told Nature last year that the academy’s future role will mainly be to provide expert
advice to the government and society.

But many members of the academy, which runs hundreds of research institutes across Russia, are unhappy with the changes and with
the way that Livanov handled the painful reform. Vladimir Ivanov, a vice-president of the academy, told the Rossiyskaya Gazeta news
portal that he welcomed the move because Livanov had failed to involve scientists and academic officials in the overhaul of the
academy.

Unexpected proposal
In making the decision, Putin followed a proposal made by prime minister Dmitry Medvedev, according to Interfax.

Putin gave no reason for Livanov’s replacement. The minister was unpopular in public for his education policies — many parents are
upset, for example, that they must now pay fees for their children's school textbooks, according to Rossiyskaya Gazeta. But whether a
lack of public popularity was the reason for Livanov’s dismissal is unclear. Putin and Medvedev did value Livanov’s work, and they say
that they consider his experience to be important in other spheres, according to the Russian news agency TASS.
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Olga Vasileva is appointed as Russia's next Science and Education Minister.
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Some scientists fear that Vasilyeva’s appointment might mark a rise of Christian orthodoxy and religious attitudes in the realms of
school education, higher learning and public life. But Vasilyeva, formerly in charge of religious public
education in the presidential administration, told Interfax that religion will not interfere with her future work as
education and science minister.
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Leonid Schneider • 2016-08-23 06:19 AM

Small bit of information your forgot. This new science and education minister Vasilyeva is also admirer of Josef Stalin and
denier of his genocides (many, many millions of people starved, shot, and worked or tortured to death). This information is
surely key, and others did see it as such: http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/08/ministry-purge-may-be-lifeline-embattled-
russian-academy-sciences http://edesknews.com/russian-jews-demanded-vasilyeva-explained-his-attitude-to-stalin/

Misha Koksharov • 2016-08-22 09:53 PM

For those interested, a more detailed article analyzing the situation (but in Russian):
http://primechaniya.ru/home/politics/avgust_2016/chego_zhdat_ot_novogo_ministra_obrazovaniya_olgi_vasilevoj/
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